Transfer factor is the name given to material derived from activated lymphocytes that is probably composed of a complex of a peptide and a short segment of RNA and which has the reported ability to transfer specific T cell immunity to uncommitted lymphocytes. Many independent groups around the world reported isolating transfer factors between 1955 and 1990 and demonstrating their ability to transfer passive immunity from one animal or individual to another, often within 24 hours of inoculation. Such activity is potentially revolutionary both in making T cell vaccines readily manufacturable and also because the existence of transfer factors would undermine the basic assumptions of the clonal selection theory, which currently dominates immunological theory. Unfortunately, lack of the microanalytical and synthetic techniques required to properly identify transfer factors, combined with safety factors associated with it derivation from blood sources susceptible to HIV and prion infections, put an end to transfer factor research after 1990. This paper reviews the evidence supporting transfer factor activity and suggests that this potentially revolutionary concept be resurrected and subjected to renewed scrutiny in light of CRISPR-Cas mechanisms and because of its potential to make possible T cell vaccination and provide a novel basis for understanding immunological function.
(1986) reiterated this problem a dozen years later and Dimitri Viza analyzed in great detail the challenges that TF posed to CST that still persisted after more than twenty years and the ire that TF therefore raised among conservative immunologists (Viza, 1996) . Briefly stated, current dogma, based on Burnet's clonal selection theory, maintains that the immune system generates all possible B and T cell clones required to respond to any antigen during early organismal development. Each clone is therefore predetermined to produce a single, unique T cell receptor, B cell receptor or antibody sequence. Direct exposure of the antigen to a T or B cell clone bearing an appropriately complementary T or B cell receptor activates clonal amplification. Only those T or B cells activated by binding of the antigen to their receptor are so amplified. Burnet's theory (and its more modern derivatives) do not require, or have a place for, a mechanism for transfer of immunity from one clone to another.
Being able to transfer specific immunity from one clone to another contradicts the assumption of predetermined clonal specificity stated within Burnet's theory. Transfer of immunity would require the existence of a substantial pool of uncommitted T and B cell precursors. Therefore, discovery of molecules having TF activity, and the elucidation of a mechanism by which TF could transfer immunity from one clone to another, would require rethinking how the immune system is activated. In particular, it would challenge the assumption that clonal specificity is predetermined and thereby undermine the entire schema that Burnet proposed. What both Talmage (1986) and Viza (1996) pointed out is that there is no direct evidence for Burnet's assumption of predetermined clones nor has anyone devised an experiment to demonstrate predetermination. This assumption of predetermination has been accepted as a plausible consequence of experiments demonstrating that activated clones do produce a single TCR, BCR or antibody sequence after they are activated, but such experiments cannot preclude the possibility that activation itself determines clonal specificity. Equally important, recent attempts to demonstrate the existence of the 10 12 -10 15 different clones theoretically required by an organism in order to respond to any antigen have found instead less than a million different clones. While various attempts are being made to show that such measurements are simply inaccurate (by 6 to 9 orders of magnitude?!!), I choose to accept the data and suggest that, in fact, the vast majority of clones are not predetermined and that clonal specificity may be determined by antigenic challenge. TF might provide a mechanism for doing just that.
My purpose in writing this review is therefore to challenge the immunological community to consider the possibility that TF is real. If TF does indeed provoke specific T cell immunity as previous clinical investigators claimed, then the era of T cell vaccines should open before us. The fact that TF could also yield a completely novel mechanism for generating and controlling immunological activation makes TF a very exciting and potentially revolutionary discovery that may stimulate new discoveries in immunology that go well beyond its specific utility.
What Is Transfer Factor?
Lacking a precise molecular description of TF or a specific molecular mechanism for its action, two less precise means of characterizing it have thus far been employed. One is to describe what is known of its composition. The other is to describe what it does. 4 TF is generally characterized by being a dialyzable extract of leukocytes with a molecular weight range between 3000 and 12000 daltons, most probably limited to the 3000 to 5000 range. These dialyzable extracts have only been partially purified and are known to contain several and perhaps even many molecular constituents. Since the techniques to isolate and identify the picomolar quantities of these compounds that could be isolated did not exist at the outset of TF research, these extracts were characterized functionally.
Functionally, TF was identified by its ability to transfer immunity from an immunized animal or person to an unimmunized one. Initially, most investigators used the appearance of delayed type hypersensitivity (DTH) reactions to demonstrate acquisition of T cell-mediated immunity. Subsequently, T cell activation assays (Rainer & Moser, 1977) , lymphocyte migration (e.g., Dunnick & Bach, 1977; Borowsky & Lawrence, 1979) , and cytokine production (reviewed in Alvarez-Thull & Kirkpatrick, 1996; Luna-Baca, et al, 2007) were employed. Critics of the research often charged that such measures were too non-specific to provide reliable evidence of T cell activation against particular antigens.
Specificity of TF was a hot-button issue from the outset, skeptics questioning how a small molecule could elicit a specific immune response. In one sense, this problem is a red herring: we know that peptide antigens of smaller molecular weights than TF (approximately 1000 to 3000 daltons for MHC-binding peptides 8 to 18 amino acids in length) are able to elicit very specific T and B cell responses, so there is no a priori reason to question whether a peptide, miRNA, or ribonucleopeptide of somewhat larger size could also induce specific immunity. One must realize, however, that many of the objections to TF were raised before the discovery of MHC I and MHC II binding specificities, and various myths existed about antigenicity itself that may have led to objections to a small molecule such as TF conferring specific immunity. For example, one widespread belief during the 1970s was that only molecules with a molecular weight over 10,000 daltons could be antigenic. In consequence, the discovery of antibodies against insulin (MW 6000) by Berson and Yalow was doubted by many experts (Yalow, 1981; Blumenthal, 2009) . There is little question today that insulin is antigenic and is the main target in type 1 diabetes mellitus (Kent, et al., 2005; Narendran, et al., 2003; Schloot, et al., 1998) .
Another problem that bedeviled TF research is that investigators almost universally employed dialyzable extracts from activated lymphocytes that contained several hundred compounds including a wide range of molecules known to have immunological activity of their own, such as serotonin, histamine, prostaglandins, thymic hormones, etc. . Since such molecules can attract T cells to inoculation sites, skeptics often claimed that supposedly specific DTH reactions were actually non-specific responses to monoamines and other small molecules in the preparations. Only in the best cases did investigators employ partially purified materials and it was not until the early 1980s that the specific molecular nature of TF began to emerge ).
It appears that TF is a small molecule, or mixture of small molecules, including a peptide and an RNA component that can be isolated from antigen presenting cells. TF can be assayed using its ability to activate an antigen-specific response from T cells . TF was universally characterized as having a molecular weight greater than 3000 daltons and less than 12,000. TF's size seems to make it too large to be an antigen fragment (1000-3000 daltons), so it is unlikely that TF is simply soluble antigen fragments that provokes the same immune response in a naïve host as in the immunized animal. Nonetheless, one critical experiment that needs to be performed in future TF research is demonstrate definitively, or to rule out completely, the possibility that an active ingredient of TF is simply the antigen itself, or a fragment of it (Dwyer, 1996) .
At present, the weight of the evidence favors TF consisting of a combination of antigen with RNA. Garvey and Campbell (1973) and Friedman (1973) demonstrated that they could transfer immunity from one animal to another with antigen-RNA complexes that were far more "immunogenic" than either the antigen or RNA alone. Thus, one common characterization of TF is as an antigen-RNA complex that produces a hyperimmune response (Lawrence, et al., 1962; Burger, Vetto & Malley, 1972; Dressler & Rosenfeld, 1974) .
The probability that TF is composed of antigen fragments complexed with specific short RNAs is further supported by a number of experiments. Garvey, et al. (1967; inoculated rabbits with radiolabeled keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) or bovine serum albumin (BSA) and traced their excretion of the resulting antigenic fragments in urine. They found that these fragments were frequently associated with short RNA oligomers that remained bound to the antigen throughout the chromatographic processes of isolation. Moreover, the peptide-RNA complexes were highly antigenic when inoculated into additional rabbits, producing antigen-specific responses. Yuan and Campbell (1971; further demonstrated by dissociating the peptide and RNA components that the antigenicity of the complex resided in the combination of components and not the peptide or RNA alone (see also Garvey and Campbell, 1973) . Garvey and Reilly (1979) went on to show that these peptide-RNA complexes were almost certainly produced intracellularly since incubation of the antigen with cell-free rabbit serum did not produce any antigenic complex, but antigenic complexes were produced when ruptured lymphocytes or liver cells were present. These results are consistent with the observation that only lymphoid cells, or cell lysates of lymphoid cells, incubated with antigen are capable of producing immunogenic RNA-peptide complexes (Fishman and Adler, 1973; White and Johnson, 1975) . Conversely, combining the RNA fraction previously isolated from random cells with random antigens in vitro, while sometimes producing RNA-antigen complexes, did not result in immunogenic complexes (Roelants and Goodman, 1969; Roelants, et al., 1971; Goodman, et al., 1973) . In other words, the immunogenicity of TF appears to lie in some specific relationship between the RNA sequence and the peptide sequence involved in the formation of the complex.
Whether TF activity resides in the peptide or RNA component or their combination requires further investigation. Experiments cited above by Garvey and Campbell (Campbell, 1971; Garvey and Campbell, 1973; Garvey and Reilly, 1979) strongly suggested that the peptide and RNA components were both required for TF activity, but subsequent experiments have demonstrated that RNA fragments can carry specific immunity that is apparently independent of any peptide or protein antigen. Hoerr, et al. (2000) , for example, transcribed and purified the RNA produced by the beta-galactosidase gene, complexed it with protamine (a highly positively charged protein) to protect it from RNAases, and inoculated the complex into mice who subsequently produced, "Ld-restricted specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) and production of IgG antibodies reactive against β-gal." Thus, the importance of the peptide in TF may mainly be to protect the RNA component from RNAases rather than to carry information to lymphocytes. Alternatively, the RNA fragment may protect the peptide from proteolysis, thereby increasing its antigenicity. Or both the peptide and RNA may transfer antigen-related information (see section on Mechanisms of TF Action below).
One observation consistent with a peptide-RNA complex increasing antigenic efficacy is that TF activity can be observed within 12 to 24 hours in naïve recipients. Such quick activation of T cell activity is never observed with antigen alone at any dose (Dwyer, 1996) . So whatever the mechanism of action, specific antigen-RNA complexes appear to function differently than RNA or antigen alone.
The Peptide Fragment of TF
It is important to note that some TF researchers have argued that the peptide contained in TF preparations is not derived from the antigen. Friedman, for example, showed that lymphocyte extracts taken up to eight weeks after exposure to antigen were still highly active in stimulating a TF response and concluded therefore that antigen was not required for TF activity (Friedman, 1973 ). Friedman's conclusion assumed that all antigen would have disappeared from the animal by eight weeks post-inoculation, but studies by Campbell and Garvey using radiolabelled antigens found that these antigens were excreted in urine for weeks following inoculation and, more importantly, that a significant fraction of the antigen was distributed to lymph nodes where it persisted much longer (Garvey and Campbell, 1957; Garvey and Campbell, 1973 ). Friedman's experiments do not, therefore, negate the possibility that antigen is a critical component of TF.
Another set of experiments have also been interpreted to cast doubt on whether TF includes antigen. Borkowsky and Lawrence (1981), Petersen, et al. (1983) , and Kirkpatrick (1988) each immunized animals with an antigen, isolated the TF fraction, and then used various methods to adsorb the active ingredients of the TF fraction. Each group found that addition of the antigen to the TF fraction abrogated TF activity; that passing the TF fraction through a polystyrene or dextran (Sephadex) column to which antigen had been conjugated depleted TF activity; but that passing the TF fraction through a column to which antigen-specific antibody was conjugated had no effect on TF activity. These data suggested to the researchers that TF activity is contained in a small molecule complementary to the antigen, not the peptide antigen itself. In light of the observation that TF contains RNA, however, and that the RNA may be complementary to the antigen, and also the fact that the RNA-antigen complex appears to be essential for TF activity, the interpretation of the experiments just summarized above becomes complicated.
For example, addition of the whole antigen to the TF fraction, or passing this fraction over a column to which antigen is bound, would elute off the RNA from the peptide fragments. RNA bound to whole antigen (as opposed to specific peptide fragments of the antigen) may not be able to activate lymphocytes (see section on Mechanisms of TF Action below) and it has previously been demonstrated that the peptides alone do not contain TF activity (see above). The RNA in the complex may also protect the peptide from recognition by antigen-derived antibody so that the complex passes through antibody columns relatively intact. Thus, the question of whether the RNA-peptide complex contains antigen fragments remains unresolved.
Before passing on to the characterization of the RNA component of TF, it is worth considering what the peptide component might be if it is not derived from antigen. One possibility is that it is a peptide complementary to the peptide itself, which was the view of Borkowsky and Lawrence (1981), Petersen, et al. (1983) , and Kirkpatrick (1988) . How and why such complementary peptides would be produced has not been explored but there is significant evidence that peptides genetically encoded by complementary strands of DNA (so-called "antisense peptides") can form short linearly complementary complexes (Blalock, 1990; Root-Bernstein and Holsworth, 1998; Siemion, et al., 2004) . While some schema for the formation of an antisense peptide from a sense peptide have been hypothesized (Root-Bernstein, 1993; Nakashima and Fox, 1986; Nashimoto, 2001 ), these have not been adequately tested. Similarly, the function of antisense peptides as a component of TF is mysterious, the only plausible possibility being that such complementary peptides represent prototypes of the antibody hypervariable regions or T and B cell receptor binding sites. Their associated RNA fragments would then, presumably, encode these antibody-or TCR-binding regions.
Another possibility is that the peptide is (like the protamine in the Hoerr beta galactosidase experiment summarized above) only present to stabilize the RNA component against RNAases. This latter possibility does not appear to be consistent with Goodman's findings that random complexes of RNA with peptides to not yield antigens with TF activity (Roelants and Goodman, 1969; Roelants, et al., 1971; Goodman, et al., 1973) . Thus, while investigators of TF have reported the presence of multiple peptide moieties associated with TF fractions (e.g., Burger, et al., 1980; Wilson and Fudenberg, 1981; , the roles of these RNA-independent peptides in TF are still unresolved. Only Kirkpatrick (2000) has isolated and sequenced any of these RNA-independent peptides, and none of the peptides he sequenced contained any TF activity. These results unfortunately illuminate little.
The RNA Component of TF
Because the RNA component of TF is also uncharacterized, many of the questions just raised about the peptide component remain unresolved for the RNA component. There seems to be little doubt that TF incorporates short sequences of RNA (Mannick & Egdahl, 1964; Wang and Mannick, 1968; Friedman, 1973; Garvey and Campbell, 1973; . Some early TF investigators (e.g., Sabbadini and Sehon, 1967; Paque and Dray, 1970; Satz, et al., 1980) claimed that this RNA component was sufficient to transfer antigen-specific immunity, but in these experiments it was assumed, rather than proven, that the purified RNA fractions did not contain peptides. Since the antigen-RNA complex is stable through various purification procedures (Garvey, et al.,1967; Garvey, et al.,1972; Garvey and Campbell, 1973) , merely isolating the RNA fraction would not preclude the presence of associated peptide. In fact, Friedman et al. (1965) and Askonas and Rhodes (1965) had already demonstrated in 1965 the presence of peptide antigen in what was otherwise thought to be "pure" RNA fractions. Thus, the conclusion that the RNA component alone contains the TF activity must be left, like so much about TF, in abeyance of further tests.
Suffice it to say that most investigators of TF function have assigned its activity to a combination of both the RNA and peptide components. For example, Fudenberg (Wilson and Fudenberg, 1981; Wilson, Paddock & Fudenberg, 1981; Wilson, Paddock & Fudenberg, 1982; proposed a model of TF consisting of a peptide conjugated to a diribonucleotide. Other investigators have proposed that the TF consists either of a ribonucleoprotein (RNP) or separate RNA sequence significantly longer than a diribonucleotide. Rifkind (Rifkind, et al., 1976; 1977) reported that treating TF isolates with RNAase resulted in release of a peptide or RNP that lost TF activity, suggesting that RNA was a critical component of specific TF. Similarly, Gottlieb showed that TF preparations contain short sequences of RNA, or what we might today call microRNAs, that are complementary to the antigen Waldman and Gottlieb, 1975) . Because the RNA was stable, it was assumed that it was in a double stranded form Dressler and Rosenfeld, 1974; Waldman and Gottlieb, 1975; ), but it is equally likely that the stability is induced by complexation with the peptide component. Another possibility is that the peptide binds specifically to double-stranded RNAs.
Complexation of RNA with peptide assumes some type of molecular complementarity between the two, the function of which is as yet unclear. As noted above, one possibility is that the peptide and RNA protect each other against proteases and/or RNAases, and there is certainly evidence to support the extraordinary stability of TF. For example, several investigators have demonstrated that TF can be delivered orally without loss of activity (Visa, 1985; Kirkpatrick, et al., 1995; Kirkpatrick, 1996; Viza, et al., 1996; . But beyond stabilizing TF in order to permit its transfer from an activated lymphocyte to unactivated ones, the question of what information TF is carrying remains unclear. Do either the RNA or the peptide moieties, or both, carry information to other lymphocytes, what does this information "say", and how is it used? Surprisingly, even in the absence of knowing the sequences of the peptides and RNAs comprising TF complexes, it is possible to infer some conclusions about what information TF carries from studies of the specificity of its effects.
How Specific is TF Activity?
TF research has, since its inception, focused largely on two problems besides the physicochemical nature of TF. One problem was how specific TF activity is; the other problem was how effective TF is in clinical settings. I shall not address the latter issue, first of all because it has recently been reviewed by Viza, et al. (2013) and also because I have found no double blind clinical studies and only two non-blinded studies involving appropriate controls (placebo or in comparison with other available treatment options) with treatment reversal . One controlled study involved only seven hepatitis-infected individuals and yielded negative results (Sodomann, et al, 1979) . The other involved fourteen patients treated for AIDS-related cryptosporidiosis, which yielded very significantly positive results (McMeeking, et al., 1990) . The remaining studies, while almost uniformly reporting positive results, do not appear to me to be sufficiently robust to draw useful conclusions. Unfortunately, TF has been used to treat an extraordinarily wide range of diseases using materials prepared according to an almost equally wide range of methodologies so that it is almost impossible to compare clinical results. Standardization of TF purification procedures (or its synthetic manufacture) will have to be one of the main goals of any future research, assuming animal experimentation warrants it.
Laboratory studies of TF activity are generally of much higher quality than clinical studies, though the problem of a multiplicity of isolation procedures is an issue here as well. TF experts spent a great deal of time and effort between 1970 and 1990 demonstrating that TF elicited by well-defined antigens transferred immunity that was limited to an immune response to the eliciting antigen. Friedman (1973) showed that TF induced by Shigella lipopolysaccharides produced immunity completely distinguishable from that induced against sheep red blood cells or Salmonella vaccine. Gottleib, et al., (1973) demonstrated that TF raised against the L-copolymer of glycine, alanine and threonine (GAT) did not induce immunity against D-copolymer of GAT, and vice versa. Zuckerman, et al. (1974) demonstrated similarly that TF derived from tuberculininoculated human subjects transferred tuberculin sensitivity to naïve recipients, but did not induce immunity to keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH). Human subjects inoculated with KLH produced TF that could transfer KLH sensitivity to naïve subjects, but not tuberculin sensitivity. These results were, however, challenged by Salaman (1978) who claimed to find that TF from tuberculin-positive patients (but oddly, no other patients) stimulated general lymphocyte activation to any antigen.
Perhaps the most definitive set of tests of TF specificity were run by Tsang and Fudenberg (1986) . They compared responses to TF derived from osteosarcoma associated antigens, fibrosarcoma associated antigens, and purified protein derivative (PPD) from mycobacteria and tested them not only against each other, but a wide variety of additional proteins as well. The TF-mediated immunity was in all cases extremely specific, with no observable cross-reactivity between the antigens tested. Also, Kirkpatrick (1993) demonstrated that murine TF raised against ovalbumin, cytochrome c, ferritin, horse radish peroxidase, and a random copolymer of glutamic acid, lysine and alanine each induced immunity in recipients that was not cross-reactive with the other antigens. In sum, studies of the specificity of the immunity transferred by TF from one lymphocyte to others generally suggest that an antigen-specific message is involved.
One unusual aspect of the specificity studies is that TF from one species (cow) was reported to be fully functional in other species (human beings) (McMeeking, et al., 1990) . This finding suggests that whatever message TF carries is not species specific and therefore opens up the possibility of genetically engineering the production of TF against specific antigens.
How Transfer Factor Challenges the Standard Model of Immunological Activation
Assuming TF exists and has the kinds of properties that investigators have associated with it, then the consequences for immunological theory are potentially revolutionary. Begin by considering the standard model of how the immune system is activated in the presence of an antigen. The standard model is based on Burnet's clonal selection theory, in which the immune system generates all possible variants of T cell receptors (TCR) during early development and then eliminates or tolerizes self-reactive clones to leave the set of clones capable of responding to any foreign antigen. When an antigen presenting cell (APC) expresses a fragment of a foreign antigen on its cell surface in the presence of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) and encounters a T cell bearing the appropriate TCR, this T cell is induced to clone itself, initiating an active immune response against the antigen. The critical features of this standard model for current purposes are, first, that all clones are pre-programmed to respond to only a very limited range of antigens, and secondly, that activation of T cells by APC is mediated purely by a physical interaction between MHC and TCR in the presence of a specific antigen; no chemical entity need be transferred from APC to T cells or vice versa.
Enter transfer factor. TF's size makes it difficult to understand how it can stimulate an immune response in a naïve host within the framework of the standard model. To begin with, there should be only one clone (or at most, a very limited range of clones) that might be activated by any particular TF, and this should be the same clone (or set of clones) activated by the original antigen. Thus, of what use is TF? And secondly, there should be no set of naïve clones that could be programmed (or reprogrammed) by whatever message TF carries. So again, of what use is TF?
The standard model is, however, incomplete. Independent of research on TF, there is a substantial body of research showing that antigen, sometimes along with MHC, is transferred from APC to T cells (Bona, et al., 1973; Arnold, et al., 1997; Arnold and Mannie, 1999; Patel, et al., 1999; Huang, et al., 1999; Hwang, et al., 2000; Hwang and Sprent, 2001; Hudrisier, et al., 2001; reviewed in Hudrisier and Bongrand, 2002) . MHCassociated antigen is also taken up by B cells (Lanzavecchia, 1990; Batista and Neuberger, 2000; Batista, et al., 2001) . I propose that antigen transfer and TF are related processes in an antigen-specific, induced transformation of uncommitted T and B cells. This possibility has been overlooked because it is at odds with current immunological dogma, which states that there are no such uncommitted cells. But the dogma is almost certainly wrong. Uncommitted lymphocytes make up a significant proportion of the lymphocyte population at any given time. Three types of experiments have demonstrated the existence of such an uncommitted population. The first type of experiments involved the binding of radiolabeled or otherwise detectable antigens such as enzymes to lymphocyte and demonstrated (depending on the criteria used for specificity) that between 1 in 50 and 1 in 1500 lymphocytes specifically bound any given antigen (Naor and Salitzneau, 1967; Dwyer and Mackay,1972; Haywood and Soothill, 1972; Cooper, et al., 1972; UrbainVansanten, et al., 1974; De Luca, et al., 1974) . Similarly, limiting dilution experiments also have provided consistent evidence that randomly selected sets of between 50 and 1000 peripheral blood lymphocytes can uniformly be activated to produce specific antibody to any antigen (McCarthy and Dutton, 1975; Salaman, 1978; Stein et al., 1983; Dosch, et al., 1985; Kindred and Corley,1978; Dozmorov, et al.,1996; Dozmorov, et al., 2000) . Additional studies of specific binding of antigens to neonatal lymphocytes similarly concluded that there is no evidence of precommitment of T or B cells during ontogeny as predicted by the clonal selection theory (Miller, et al., 1971; Hayward, A. R. and Soothill, 1972; Urbain-Vansanten, et al., 1974; Stein, et al., 1983) . Finally, experiments involving tadpoles, which have only about 10,000 total lymphocytes, have failed to identify any antigen against which a specific antibody response cannot be induced (Du Pasquier, 1976) . It is difficult to imagine how a mere 10,000 lymphocytes can respond to any random set of antigens if the lymphocytes are precommitted.
We must therefore seriously consider the likelihood that lymphocytes are not precommitted and that a mechanism exists by which antigens specify TCR, BCR and antibody specificity only after exposure to specific antigens. In this event, transfer factor could be the means by which activated cells commit other cells to the same antigen specificity.
Is TF Part of a Eukaryotic CRISPR-Cas-Like System?
How might such antigen transfer via a TF pathway induce lymphocyte commitment? One possibility is that TF is part of a eukaryotic system that functions analogously to the bacterial CRISPR-Cas system. CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats) are viral gene sequences inserted into bacterial genomes after exposure to the viruses. CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins are enzymes that use CRISPR sequences as templates for specific strands of DNA that are complementary to the CRISPR sequence. In short, the CRISPR-Cas system functions as a primitive immune system essentially by keeping a record of virus sequences that bacteria have encountered so that complementary sequences to these viruses can be generated rapidly in response to any future infection (Barrangou, 2015; Barrangou, et al., 2007; Marraffini and Sontheimer, 2008) . One can easily imagine a similar system having evolved in eukaryotes in which antigens from microbes are transferred from monocytes to T and B cells to be incorporated into the hypervariable regions of the genes encoding T and B cell receptors and antibodies so that these proteins can act as complementary sequences to each antigen. In this case, instead of accumulating many such antigen repeats within a single genome, as bacteria do, eukaryotic immune systems have evolved a system in which each T or B cell clone becomes specialized to produce a response to a single antigen.
Various features of TF suggest involvement in such a CRISPR-Cas-like system. The small size of TF provides one clue. Dressler and Rosenfeld (1974) argued that, "The transfer factor is too small (it can pass through a dialysis membrane) to code for the specific proteins involved in an immune response." Their statement, however, preceded the recognition that antibodies, B cell receptors and T cell receptors are composed of diverse genetic elements that include a hypervariable region. This hypervariable region is very short, consisting of only a dozen or so amino acids thereby matching the length of antigens generally presented by human leukocyte antigen proteins to T and B cell receptors. Current theory proposes that this hypervariable region is generated by random insertion or deletion of codons by RAG1 and RAG2 proteins during the integration of the diverse genetic elements encoding the antibody or receptor. The specific mechanism by which the immune system produces such random genetic insertions and deletions has never been identified, which leaves open other possibilities. What if, for example, the RNA moiety associated with TF encodes the hypervariable region of antibodies, TCR and BCR? What if RAG1-RAG2 use TF as a template? Basten and Edwards (1976) reported, for example, that TF isolates from mice contain fragments of I-region gene products, which is to say, hypervariable region sequences. Are these fragments breakdown products of antibodies, BCR and TCR? Or, conversely, might they be the building blocks of their hypervariable regions? This possibility would be consistent with the observation that only lymphoid cells are able to produce RNA-antigen complexes. Might the RNA component in TF therefore be hypervariable region-encoding (HRE) RNAs.
Another possibility mentioned above, which could work either with a CRISPRCas-like system or represent a novel and independent evolution, is that antigens are reverse translated into RNA sequences (Root-Bernstein, 1983; Nakashima and Fox, 1986; Nashimoto, 2001) , which then encode the hypervariable regions of antibodies or TCR and BCR binding sites. Depending on whether the TF is associated with hapten or antigen, it would activate either BCR or TCR . Once again, such a mechanism would result in a CRISPR-Cas like gene product, in this case inserted preferentially into TCR, BCR and antibody hypervariable region genes.
A skeptic would rightly point out that there is little evidence for the mechanisms that I have just proposed and, moreover, reverse translation contradicts the "Central Dogma of Molecular Biology" (Crick, 1970) . Reasons for rejecting the Dogma's prohibition of reverse translation have been addressed by several investigators (RootBernstein, 1983; Nakashima and Fox, 1986; Nashimoto, 2001) and essentially amount to the fact that the prohibition against reverse translation is based on lack of evidence. Crick, in fact, was very clear that he named the Dogma a "dogma" because it had to be accepted on faith because a negative statement cannot be tested. Faith is not a valid basis for scientific work! Until someone seriously looks for reverse translation, it would be a mistake to assume that it cannot occur and the mysteries of TF provide one arena in which reverse translation might have value to living organisms.
Completely independent of Central Dogma issues, it remains a fact that antigen, whether alone or as an antigen-RNA complex (TF), is transferred from APC to T and B cells and there must be some reason for such a transfer mechanism to exist or it would not persist. Finding out what the antigen (or TF complex) does inside T and B cells will yield some type of surprise and that, after all, is the purpose of research.
With regard to such surprises, it is also important to realize that lymphocytes behave in ways that other cells in the body do not, altering their genetic organization to respond to novel antigens. The experiments cited above with regard to the production of RNA-antigen complexes clearly suggest that whatever mechanisms are involved in this process are unique to lymphoid cells (Yuan and Campbell (1971; Yuan and Campbell, 1972; Garvey and Campbell, 1973; Garvey and Reilly, 1979; Fishman and Adler, 1973; White and Johnson, 1975; Roelants and Goodman, 1969; Roelants, et al., 1971; Goodman, et al., 1973) . Thus, while it is certainly a stretch at present to assert that lymphoid cells have the capability of producing novel RNAs in response to antigens, since we already know that bacteria can do this in response to viral antigens, it would seem to be much less of a stretch to assert that the TF is a mechanism that has evolved to make sure that TCR, BCR and antibodies all respond to any particular antigen by exactly matching their molecular responses than to imagine, as the current theory would have it, that T cells, B cells and plasma cells produce matching responses completely randomly by some uncharacterized mechanism.
New Tests of TF
For the many reasons discussed above, I believe that it is well worth exploring whether TF exists and has the properties ascribed to it by previous investigators. In order to do so, new approaches are required.
To begin with, if a CRISPR-Cas-like mechanism suggested above is responsible for TCR, BCR and antibody hypervariability, then just as sequences in bacteria mimic the viruses to which the bacteria is immunized against, so should the hypervariable regions of TCR, BCR and antibodies mimic the microbial sequences against which they protect. Notably, several studies have documented that TCR do mimic HIV and other microbial sequences at frequencies far above what would be expected from a random mechanism of sequence generation Moise, et al., 2016; Root-Bernstein, 2016; Root-Bernstein, 2017; Swiatzcak and Tauber, 2018) . This phenomenon of TCR mimicking antigens (and vice versa) is very new and very limited at present and in need to much larger studies with better controls, but the existing results are surprising enough to merit such effort. Moreover, no one has yet looked at whether BCR and antibody hypervariable regions similarly mimic antigen sequences, which represents a novel prediction and extension of the existing TCR data.
If such data are forthcoming, an obvious follow-up would be to search for a CRISPR-Cas-like mechanism within TCR and BCR capable of generating hypervariable regions for these proteins. The possibility that TF plays a role in such a mechanism is warranted by the data summarized above.
Another approach would be to develop animal models involving T-cell mediated immunity that can be induced by simple, molecularly defined antigens are required. One possibility might be experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE), a T-cell mediated autoimmune disease resulting in ascending paralysis that can be induced in guinea pigs using a nonapeptide derived from myelin basic protein in combination with the minimal adjuvant, muramyl dipeptide. The simplicity and defined nature of the antigen and adjuvant would make it possible to identify the presence of either component within TF isolates thereby addressing the issue of whether TF contains antigen (or adjuvant, for that matter). Moreover, the sequence relationship, if any, between the peptide and the RNA components of TF will easily become apparent by using such a well-defined antigen.
The use of a T-cell mediated disease model such as EAE has further benefits as well involving its transferability. One of the most important claims about TF is that it is capable of transferring T-cell mediated immunity. EAE can be transferred from an affected animal to an unaffected animal by means of adoptive transfer of T cells. If TF has the functions that it is supposed to have, then TF isolated from EAE animals should be able to produce EAE in healthy recipients. Moreover, it has proven possible to prevent EAE by inoculating animals with the peptide antigen some weeks prior to receiving an encephalotigenic peptide-adjuvant combination. It should therefore similarly be possible to prevent EAE by inoculating one animal with the peptide antigen and using TF from that animal to activate T cell protection in a recipient animal. Similarly, the peptide antigen can be used to down-regulate EAE after it has been elicited, so that TF from a peptide-inoculated animal might have a similarly therapeutic effect.
Most importantly, technologies developed since 1990 make it possible to identify and track the production of TF by the immune system. Mass spectrometry techniques now make it possible to identify with great detail even femtomoles of peptides and RNAs. Equally importantly, peptide and RNA synthesis have both become readily available so that once the components of TF associated with any particular antigen have been elucidated, these can be synthesized and variants made that can be used to investigate the sequence specificity of the components. Optimization of TF might then lead to the manufacture of T-cell vaccines and a new era in understanding immune function.
Conclusion: A Few Notes on the History and Philosophy of Discovery
In concluding, it is worth placing TF research within a more general framework of the history and philosophy of biomedical discovery. To begin with, while skepticism is one of the most important of scientific tools, I believe that we should doubt most those results that best fit our preconceptions and take most seriously those that challenge them. TF certainly challenges many aspects of modern immunology and molecular biology. On the other hand, its effects have been reported so often by so many diverse groups that to ignore its possible existence seems obtuse. To investigate only those phenomena that fit our expectations is to turn out back on discover (Kuhn, 1959) . Precisely for this reason, we must take it most seriously and most rigorously test TF. If TF does not exist, then it is time that it be put to rest once and for all. If TF truly does exist, the implications for understanding how the immune system works, and harnessing that understanding to Tcell mediated diseases, will be enormous. Either way, we will learn something fundamental about immune function.
